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We present a new approximation scheme for dealing with the statistical mechanics of 
homogeneous and inhomogeneous systems. This new self-consistent method, based on a 
rigorous variational principle for the free energy, treats on equal footing the average order 
parameter and the fluctuations about it. it requires the choice of a trial Hamiltonian that 
defines an ensemble through which the thermodynamic averages can be calculated. In the 
present paper we apply the method to calculate the bulk phase diagram of a system described 
by the ~b ~ Hamiitonian. 

!. lnt~'~uction 

Interfaces separating thermodynamically coexisting phases of the same sub- 
stance are prominent features of any first order phase transition. In fact an 
understanding of their structure and stability is a prerequisite to understanding 
the generic features of this important class of phase transformations. For this 
reason alone the subject has never lacked attention in connection with liw,,d- 
gas coexistence [1,2], phase separation in binary fluids [3] and crystalline alloys 
[4], anisotropic ferromagnetism [5], ferroelectrics [6], superconductors [7, 8] 
and quantum field theories with false vacua [9-15] to mention but a few 
examples. Although the microscopic physics of all these interlfaces are quite 
different at the phenomenological level they have many common characteris- 
tics which are well described by the simple continuum model corresponding to 
a Ginzburg-Landau-Wilson effective Hamiltonian Heff[~b(x)] for a real, scalar 
field, order parameter ~b(x). 

In this and in a following paper we develop a new approximation scheme for 
dealing with the statistical mechanics of inhomogeneous states, such as inter- 
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faces, within the framework of this model [16, 17]. We illustrate the method by 
studying the interplay between the interracial profile and the fluctuations about 
it. 

To motivate our approach to specify our immediate aims we shall now recall, 
briefly, the salient features of the liquid-gas interface problem. In this case the 
generalized order parameter ~(x) is replaced by the density p(x). The classic 
theory of Van der Waals predicts the existence of infinite planar, intrinsic 
interfaces. They are characterized by density profiles p(x) which change from 
the bulk gas density PG to the bulk liquid density PL as the interface is traversed 
along the z-axis perpendicular to the interface. The spatial scale on which such 
change takes place is the bulk correlation length ~:. However, attempts to 
include fluctuations about the profile ~(z) by Buff et al. [18] led to the 
discovery that such profiles may not be stable. In short, it was found that a 
branch of the fluctuation spectrum, called capillary waves, contained zero 
frequency, Goldstone, modes [19] in the long wavelength limit and these gave 
rise to a divergent interfacial width. 

Physically, the long wave capillary waves describe interface wandering and 
the mode with infinite wavelength corresponds to a rigid shift of the interface 
in the direction perpendicular to its plane. As such motion costs no energy the 
interface may be found at any place and hence the properly averaged density 
~(z) works out to be independent of z. Unfortunately, the above fluctuations in 
general and the capillary waves in particular, arise naturally only in studies of 
small deviations from the mean field, Van der Waals, profile and it is not 
entirely clear that fluctuations about an exact profile could not be consistent 
with an intrinsic interface [20, 21]. 

Although considerable effort has gone into attempts to settle the above 
important matter of principle, experimentally the profile will be stabilized 
against capillary wave fluctuations by an external gravitational field even 
according to a mean field theory, no fully satisfactory answer emerged. The 
current view, as sumr, larized by Widom [22] and Bedeaux [23] is that capillary 
waves are the dominant fluctuations even in an exact theory and hence an 
intrinsic profile only exists locally in space and time. Namely, globally, and on 
a long time scale, it is washed out by the capillary waves. 

The difficulty with this relatively simple and plausible picture is that it lacks a 
fully credible theoretical foundation. To establish it. on something resembling 
firm footing, one must begin with a theory which makes no specific reference to 
capillary waves, "trace" out the rapidly fluctuating degrees of freedom and 
show that the remaining slow degrees of freedom, collective variables, corre- 
spond to capillary waves. Namely, one must argue convincingly that there is a 
coarse-grained density distribution ~ ( z -  f(x, y)) which defines an interface at 
z = f(x, y) as depicted in figs. 1 and 2 and the subsequent fluctuations of such 
profile are governed by an cffectivc Hamiltonian involving only the height 
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Fig. 1. Fig. 2. 

Fig. 1. Schematic interracial profile. 
Fig. 2. Three-dimensional view of a fluctuating interface. 

variable f(x, y). This effective Hamiltonian is expected to be of the form 
Hen = tr o J" ddx [1 + (Vf)2] !/2 where o" 0 is the surface tension [16]. If the above 
form of ~(z) and Her f is merely assumed, the result is the well known, and very 
useful, capillary wave model [21-23]. However, the aim of a general theory of 
surfaces must be to derive it, or, alternatively, show that it is incorrect. Recent 
efforts to derive the above capillary wave model using a renormalization group 
procedure has met only with limited success [24]. 

In what follows we present an alternative approach which, while frankly 
approximate, treats the profile and the fluctuations self-consistently. Therefore, 
it allows some firm, and fairly general, conclusion to be drawn about the nature 

of interfaces. 
In section 2 we set out the details of our model and define the interface 

problem we shall be interested in. In section 3 we derive our principal result: 
the best effective Gaussian approximation (BEGA). It is an important part of 
our approach that we treat the bulk and the surface on equal footing. In 
particular, we treat the fluctuations in the bulk and at the surface in a 
consistept manner. In section 4 the B E G A  is compared with the standard 
perturbation theory (loop expansion). In the last section we deal with fluctua- 
tions in the bulk on their own. For this part of the problem our method has 
been discovered several times before in a variety of contexts. We survey some 

of the more important instances of its use. 
The resulting phase diagram has been overlooked by most authors. There- 

fore, we develop the rclevant predictions of the theory in considerable detail. 
As it turns out, such full understanding of the bulk phase diagram is also 
necessary in making the most of our e×p!ic~t results for the surface problem. 

These will be presented in a forthcoming paper. 

2. The ¢b4 model and the interface problem 

Let us recall that this model is defined by the dimensionless effective 

Hamiltonian: 
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Heff[~(x)] f a,,x ( 1 4,'- A 4 ), r[~(x) ]  = kn T = 2 (~,~)2 + -2- + ~ -h~b (2.1) 

where the coefficient 2 changes sign at the bare critical temperature T¢, A is a 
temperature independent coupling constant and h(x) is an external field 
coupled to the generalized order parameter ~b(x). The statistical mechanics of 
this classical field theory consists of studying the dimensionless Gibbs free 
energy 

W[~(x)l = - l o g  Z[hl ,  (2.2) 

where the partition function Z is given by the functional integral 

Z[hl = f [d~b(x)] exp(-  K[~(x)l) (2.3) 

and the various correlation functions. Of these we shall be interested in the 
order parameter profile 

= - (  h(x) ),, (2.4) 

and the two point correlation function, or susceptibility 

82 W 
G(x, x' ) = - ~h(x)~h(x' ) 

= 

o (2 .5 )  

When the external field h = 0 the above model features a canonical second 
order phase transition of the Ising universality class. Moreover is is also useful 
for studying interface problems. However, under such inhomogeneous condi- 
tions its solutions are not so well understood as in the spatially uniform 
equilibrium state. Typically, the functional integral in eq. (2.3) is either 
evaluated in the saddle point approximation, this is the mean field theory, or, 
as the next best thing, the exponent in (2.3) is expanded to second order in the 
fluctuations about the mean field profile and the resulting Gaussian integrals 
are also evaluated. Because of it connection with perturbation theory in the 
homogeneous case sometimes this procedure is referred to as working to the 
one loop level [17]. Our approximation, to be described in the next section, 
goes beyond this one loop level and incorporates fluctuations to all orders. 
There are man), questions of interest in connection with the interface within 
the framework of the above model. To be specific we shall investigate the same 
problem as was studied by Zittartz [25]. Thus, we shall be interested in values 
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of h and T near where two phases, corresponding to (~(x) = eb+ and ~(x) = eb , 
coexist. For simplicity, we assume that the two phases are characterized by 
order parameters 4)+ and 4)- which do not depend on x. We take the interface 
between the phases to be at z = 0 perpendicular to the z-axis. To stabilize such 
interface we_ assume_ an external field of the form /~ tgh(z/'~ ~ t )  where the 
amplitude h (h ~> 0) and the spatial scale 1 are arbitrary constants. Following 
Zittartz, our strategy will be to search for a profile such that 

lim ~(x)= 4).. (2.6) Z-.-~ 4- 0¢ 

and inquire about what happens to its width and the fluctuations described by 
G ( x , x ' )  as /~--->0. This procedure is believed to be fully equivalent to 
considering a surface in an infinitely long but finite diameter cylinder without 
an external field and letting the diameter approach infinity. 

For the sake of clarity and later reference we conclude this section by 
recording the solution to the above problem in the mean field approximation. 
This follows from evaluating the functional integral in eq. (3) by the saddle 
point method for T <  T c. Thus the profile ebMF(Z) is the solution of the 
Euler-Lagrange equation 

0 2 A 
dz z ebMV (z) + tX'ebMv(Z ) + ~. ebMV( z)3 (z) =/~tgh ~_~ , (2.7) 

where /x- '<  O. It is easily ascertained that the required solution is 

~bMv(Z) = ~s tgh (~22~) ,  (2.8) 

where the constant (~B is given by the positive real root of the equation 

- , -  A - 3  
J/d"ebB + ~ ebB "" ]~" ( 2 . 9 )  

if we pick the characteristic scale of the external field, l, to be the coherence 
length, s c, determined by 

= + h/ebB. (2.10) 

Evidently, the asymptotic values defined by eq. (6) are &_~ = --&B" 
Zittartz [25] and much subsequent work [24] on interfacml fluctuations start 

with the above mean field profile and include small fluctuations about it. In the 
next section we introduce an approximation scheme which does not assume 
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that such fluctuations are small. Moreover, it includes the effects of the 

fluctuations on the profile, 

3. The best effective Gaussian approximation 

We follow a very popular non-perturbative approach based on the Peierls- 
Feynmann-Bogolubov inequality [26]. For our model it implies that 

W ~< W ~ -  w ~°~ + ( K -  Ko)o,  (3.1) 

where the Ko[4~] is an arbitrary reference effective Hamiltonian, W= - l o g  Z, 
with Zo the partition function, corresponding to K0, and the average ( )o is 
with respect to the probability distribution P[4'] = (1/Zo) exp(-Ko[~b]). The 
method consists of choosing the reference Hamiltonian Ko which is simpler to 
work with than K and minimizing W ~) in eq. (3.1) with respect to variational 
freedoms built into K0[~b]. We take K 0 to be the most general quadratic 
functional: 

K0[~bl = f f +(x)u(x, f d"x (3.2) 

where u(x, x') is a positive definite kernel and v(x) is a well behaved function. 
They are to be determined by minimizing W ~ in eq. (3.1) with respect to 
variations in u(x, x') and v(x). That is to say we shall find the "best" possible 
effective Gaussian ensemble. The fact that Ko[tb ] depends on ~b(x) only 
quadratically implies a number of useful formulae. Before proceeding to tackle 
the variational problem above it will be helpful to recall some of these. By 
"completing the square" in the exponent of the functional integrand in 
Z o = j'[d~b] exp( -  Ko[~b]) one arrives at the standard result, 

= - log  Zo 

= - ½1ogl[u-'(x, x')l[ + ~ f d"x f d"x' v ( x ) . - ' ( x ,  x ' )v (x ' )  . (3.3) 

where u-'(x,x ')  is the inverse of the kernel u(x,x') and Ilu-'(x, x')ll is its 
Fredholm determinant. For further details as to the precise mathematical 
meanings of these definitions and statements the reader is referred to ref. [17]. 
Here we only need eq. (3.3) and a few straightforward consequences of it. 
Taking the first two de:ivates of W'°~[u, v] with respect to v(x) we find 
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_ _ 1  r I ,)  
~°(x)--  <~b(x)>°= go(x) 2 d"* u (x,x')o(x (3.4) 

~2w(O) 
Go(x,  x ' )  = - ~v (x )~v (x ' )  = ½u- ' (x ,  x ' )  . (3.5) 

Evidently, these relations an: equivalent to 

f ddx Go'(X, x')]p(x')= v(x), (3.6) 

/ -  

' |ddx  '' u(x, x") " X' -- ). (3.7) G o ( x ,  ) = a(x x' 
J 

Finally noting that (~bE(x)>0 is related to ~0(x) and Go(x, x") by the usual 
fluctuation-dissipation theorem, 

( 4,2(x)>,, = $,,(x) 2 + Go(x, x ) .  (3.s) 

it can be shown that 

< &4(x)> o = 3< &2(x) > ?'~ - 2< 4,(x)>~ = 3G ['~(x. x) + 6G,,(x. x)~b~,(x), + [b~,(x). 

(3.9) 

The most straightforward procedure is to express (4~4o(X))o in terms of 
cumulant averages which are determined by functional derivatives W (°~ with 
respect to v(x). Eq. (3.9) follows from the fact that the third and fourth 
functional derivative of W (°) are zero. We now return to the task of finding the 
minimum of W(~)[u, v]. An efficient way of doing this is to change variables 
from u to v to ~,  and Go. This is readily achieved by using eqs. (3.4) and (3.5) 
and is permissible if, as we shall assume, these relations are monotonic. To find 
W (~) in terms of &o(x) and G,(x,x ''~ we work out W "~'', (K~,>,,, (K),, in turn: 

W C'')= ~logllG~-~'(x, x ' ) l[-  ~ f d dx f ddx ' ? , , ( x )a~ ' (x ,  x')g~o(x'), 
(3.10) 

<K°>" = ~ - ~ I ddx f d'tx' ~°(x)G(~'(x" x ' )~°(x ' )  " 
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( r )o  ( ) = ~ d"x ~o(X) -v'~ + + i~ ~o(X)" + ~ ao(X, x) ~o(~) 

+ g d~x d~x ' 8(x - x' ) ( -V ~ + ~'~)Co(x, x') 

+ -g d~x d"x' 8(x - x')Co(X, x')ao(X', x) 

- f ddx ~o(x)h(x). (3.12) 

Substituting these results into eq. (3.1) gives Wt~)[~0(x ), Go(x,x')]. Thus the 
Euler-Lagrange equations which determine ~0(x) and Go(x, x') are 

and 

( 8W(~) ) 
= 0  (3.13) 

~o(~) ~o'" 

~W(l) ) =0  (3.14) 
~Go(x, x' ) ~,o.h " 

Before casting these relations into the form of useful differential equations we 
observe that 

5W (') 
(~ (x )  = ~h(x) 

= (5W(~) 
5h(x) ) ~,, ~o + f 

d dx' (5W(l)  

5Go(X', X") ) ~,o,h ( ~G°(x'' x'') ~h(x) ) = ~o(x). (3.15) 

That is to say the average in the best effective Gaussian ensemble, 4~o(X), is our 
variational estimate for the averaged order parameter ~(x). 

The above fact and the condition (3.13) yields 

(-V 2 +/x 2 + ~ AS(x) 2 + ~ AGo(x, x))~b(x) = h(x), (3.16) 

where Go(x, x') is determined by the condition (3.14). This leads to 

(-V 2 +/z 2 + ~ A~(x) 2 + ~ AGo(x, x))Go(x, x') = 6(x - x ') .  (3.17) 
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Unfortunately, unlike 6(x)  and q~0(x), G(x, x ' )  and Go(x, x") are not equal. By 
construction 

82W(~) ) 
G(x, x') = - 8h(x)~h(x') = 

~$(x) 
8h(x') (3.18) 

and therefore taking the functional derivative of eq. (3.1(,) with respect to h(x) 
we find the following integro-differential equation: 

( - v  ~ + / + ½,8(x) ~ + ½ aGo(x, x))G(x, x') 

+ ½ A~(x) f ddx '' K(x, x")G(x", x ' )= 8 ( x -  x') 
d 

(3.19) 

with the kernel K(x, x') defined by 

K(x, x ' )  = ~th(x') " (3.20) 

Clearly, K(x, x") is a property of eq. (3.17). Indeed by taking the functional 
derivative of eq. (3.17) with respect to ~(x) it is straightforward to derive the 
following integral equation for K(x, x')" 

K(x, x') = - a Go(x. x' )~(x')Go(x, x ' )  

,~ f + -~ j dax '' Go(x, x") K(x", x ')Go(x,  x).  (3.21) 

The details of the derivation are given in appendix A. Here we merely note 
that in eq. (3.21) x '  is only a label of the solution and hence it is an 
inhomogeneous Fredholm equation of the second kind, which can be solved by 
standard methods. Thus, while our variational estimate, e.g. the BEGA, for 
the two point correlation function G(x, x') is not Go(x, x' t it can be calculated 
once the coupled equations (3.16) and (3.17) have been .;olved for ~()(x) and 
Go(x, x '  . 1o com ete our approximate tuco, y we ~,,, ,,,.,.,~ a . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
expression for the free-energy W ~) which is W(~)[&,,. G,,] at its stationary 
points. That is to say for ~o and G O which are solutions of eqs. {3.16) and 
(3.17) as well as (3.10) and (3.11) and (3.12) we find 

f [ " ' '  !t 
- i f ddx + ~ log l la , , ' ( x , x ' ) l l -  ~A J G?,(x,.rl. (3.22) 
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To summarize, eqs. (3.16), (3.17) and (3.20), together with (3.21) constitute 
the approximation scheme we have referred to as B E G A .  They are the central 
result of this paper.  In what follows we conclude this section with a few 
remarks concerning their formal structure. In the first place we note that if we 
took Go(X, x'), as we might be tempted to, to be our prediction for the 
correlation function G(x, x") we would be led to an inconsistency: the correla- 
tion function Go(x, x'), As defined by eq. (3.5), would not be the same as the 
response function ~o(X)/Sh(x'). This is the same inconsistency which plagues 
all mean field theories. Evidently, B E G A  avoids it by being a theory of W (~) 
and hence defining G(x, x') to be the second functional derivative of W (~) with 
respect to the external field h(x). This way of restoring the fluctuation- 
dissipation theorem, which is lost in the mean field approximation, is closely 
related to correcting the mean field by Onsager reaction field in studies of the 
Ising model [27]. Indeed, we may regard v(x) as the mean field and 
.~ dax ' u(x, x')~(x:) as the Onsager reaction field in our model. Although the 
fluctuation-dissipation theorem is satisfied by the above construction the 
theory is not quite free of thermodynamic inconsistencies. Evidently, in an 
exact theory, 

~W 
= = + c 0 < ,  x ) ,  

where as a formal device we allowed the "mass" to depend on x and G(x, x'), 
in accordance with the fluctuation-dissipation theorem, could be generated by 
two functional derivatives of W with respect to the external field h(x) as in 
(2.5). On the other hand, using the B E G A  free energy expression, e.g. W (~) in 
eq. (3.22), we find -~W(ti/~lx2 = ~o(X) 2 + Go(x, x) where ~ ( x )  is given by eq. 
(3.16) but the correction is Go of eq. (3.17) and not G in eq. (3.19). 
Fortunately, in practical calculations G from eq. (3.19) and Go from eq. (3.17) 
are very close. 

In fact, we shall use this difference as a measure of the internal consistency 
of the theory Namely, we shall regard th,~ th,,~,-,, ,,,,,-,~l;~kl,~ ,,,r,,~., ,h;~ 
difference is large. Technically, (~32W(i)/6h(x)~3h(x')) works out to be diffcrcnt 

~ o ) / 6 , -  - , ') from G,j(x,x') because the latter is B"W t(x)~t(x  and when we change 
the real external field h(x) we must also change u(x, x') if we are to remain at 
the minimum of W (t). It is this dependence of u(x, x') on h(x) which ensures 
that while BGo(x, x')/Bv(x")l~, = O, BGo(x, x')/Bh(x")lo #0.  

Finally, it is illuminating to investigate the conditions under which the above 
fluctuations about the mean field theory are important. To do this let us cast 
our fundamental equations, eqs. (3.16) and (3.17), into dimensionless forms. 

2 1 - ' ~  "~' ,"  Taking ~ ( x ) =  ~,,~(z), ~:,7 = ~A~b~, h = ~:ff-,p,,y and measuring the spatial 
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variable x in units of ~:0 we find for the profile 

( - V  2 + ½(qs 2 -  1) + t c (g (x , x ) -  go))qs(x) = T(x), (3.23) 

d-2 
where g(x, x') = ~o Go(x, x ' ) ,  go is the x independent value of g(x, x') in the 
homogeneous bulk state and the dimensionless coupling constant t¢ is given by 

t¢ = ½ A~:~ -a . (3.24) 

Evidently, for K = 0, eq. (3.23) is the dimensionless version of the mean field 
equation given in eq. (2.7). Thus fluctuations are not important if K ~ 1. 
Interestingly, this is also the Ginzburg critt don for the validity of the mean 
field solution for the bulk. Thus accordingly to the BEGA the surface profile 
deviates from its mean field shape when the bulk fluctuations become im- 
portant. In particular as T----> T~, and therefore ~0~  ~, K--->0 for d > 4 and 
K ~ oo for d < 4. This der~endence of the surface profile on the dimensionality is 
an important new ~eatu~ o~ :hz theory t,o which we shall return in our 
following paper. 

4. BEGA and perturbation theory 

In order to compare our variational estimates with systematic perturbation 
theory let us replace K in eq. (2.3) by K/l where I will play the role of a small 
expansion parameter in the following discussion. By rescaling the functional 
integration variable function and repeating the arguments of section 3 we find 

f [ , ] 
C 

1 A/2 J d'tx G x) +  tlogllG, '(x, x ' ) l l -  (4.1) 

where both ~b, and Go satisfy the same equations as before but with the term 
~ AGo(x, x ' )  replaced by ~ AIG(x, x'). Recall that the usual loop expansion [,~] is 
an expansion of the Helmholtz free energy F, which is the Legendre transform 
of W, in powers of t. For small I it has the form F---(1/I)(F, + IF 1 +/2F_,). 
Taking the l--* 0 limit in (3.24) we recognize that the first term leads to the tree 
approximation, F o, the second to the one-loop correction, FI, and the third 
term is the Hartree part of the two-loop contribution. Evidently, although W C~ 
in eq. (4.1) contains contributions from all loop levels in the !--> 0 lhuit it only 
reproduces correctly the first two terms of the loop expansion. This failure of 
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including all the two-loop corrections is another manifestation of the inconsis- 
tency we have noted in the previous section. 

5. The bulk phase diagram 

Before the above theory can be used to discuss surface problems we must 
explore its implication for the bulk. This we shall do in this section. To be 
precise we shall study eqs. (3.16), (3.17) and (3.22) for the case of an infinite 
homogeneous sample. As we mentioned earlier the BEGA for this special case 
has been invented in a variety of contexts [8-15]. However, in all previous 
work the full complexity of the phase diagram was either misunderstood or 
overlooked. Therefore, we shall re-examine the subject here. In the interest of 
clarity we shall present a brief, but self-contained account of all its main 
features. To begin with we must solve the Euler-Lagrange equations, eqs. 
(3.16) and (3.17), for both q~ and G o independent of x. In fact in the bulk ~(x) 
becomes independent of x and Go(x, x') becomes a function of ( x -  x ' ) .  We 
shall call G o the bulk value of Go(x, x), which one easily calculates by means of 
Fourier transforms. 

We seek the solutions of the coupled equations 

( g 2 +  ~A~2+ ~AG, , )~=O,  (5.1) 

(2 

1 1 1 f q,,_,( 1 ) <5.2, 
Go- "rrd/2 2d-! F(d/2) dq q2 + A" " 

o 

where Q :~ an upper cutoff wave vector, F is the Gamma function [28] and 

A 2  2 = ~ + ~A~ 2 + ~AG.. (5.3) 

Tho intonr;~l i n  o r ,  [ q  I ~ " °"°;~ ....... '"°'~"~ For " ' - 3  we ,,,,u . . . . . . . . .  b . . . .  ' "  '~'~1" ~,~'" I IS  ~ . ~ a a l t y  ~ . v a t u a t t ,  u .  u - -  

1 
G o - 2"rr 2 (Q - A tan ' (Q /a ) )  (5.4) 

and hence eq. (5.2) may be rewritten as 

= + ~ A ~ ' + ~ ( Q - , . 4 t a n  (Q/A)) 4,n.2 (5.5) 

Also, using eq. (5.4) we recast eq. (5.1) as 
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(a'- - ,  a8 )$ = o .  (5.6) 

Before proceeding to the solution of these equations we pause here to make 
two more minor modifications to their form. Firstly we note that in the mean 
field theory the phase transition was signalled by ix 2 changing sign. This 
behaviour remains the root cause of the phase transition in the BEGA, but it 
does not happen at T o defined by 2 0 /z (To) = 0. As will be seen presently there is 
another characteristic temperature Tc in this problem. It is defined as the 

m 

temperature where the 4} = 0, high temperature solution becomes unstable. 
Namely, Tc is determined by the conditions 

a 2 ( T ¢ ) = 0  and ~ = 0 .  (5.7) 

Through eq. (5.5) these conditions imply that tx:(Tc)= t7 2 is given by 

• " 2  A 

t~ = 4 2 Q .  (5.8) 

Thus we may replace - (A/47r2)Q in cq. (5.5) by/2 2 
As the final step of these preparations we eliminate the cutoff Q from our 

equations by introducing the scaled variables 

2 "2 A A , ~ /~:__ p. 
2 -  A - t i -  - t 5 . 9 )  Q '  Q "  Q '  Q 

and 

~]ti2 -2 z'2 (5 10) =/z  - / x  

In terms of these quantities eqs. (5.5) and (5.6) are given by 

[ - ,  a 4,2~ - 
~A- 3 Q ] ~ - - ° "  (5.!!) 

A2 ~- ~.~2 ..it" 1 2  -~2 /~-~ 
_ Q 4"rr 2 t an - ' ( 1 / ,~ ) .  (5.12) 

These are the final forms of the fundamental equations we wish to solve. It 
follows from eq. (5.1JL) that the solutions to the coupled set of equations (5.11 ) 
and (5.12) fall into two classes: those for which ~b = 0  and those with 
(dp2/Q)=(3/A)A 2 ~ 0 .  The first of these is determined by 
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m 

1 A~  
~ = ~ i / . i , "  2 4'rfl t a n - t ( 1 / Z l )  for  8 = 0 ,  ( 5 . 1 3 )  

the second is governed by 

zi -l( 82 3 a'- 
- - ~ -  =~/.Z" 4ax2 tan 1 /~)  for = ~ . (5.14) 

These equations can be solved by the straightforward graphical construction 
shown in figs. 3 and 4. We read off the results starting with fig;. 3 which is 
relevant to the symmetric ~ = 0 case. At high temperatures T > T c, ~itZ2 > 0, 
and hence the z~ 2 _  ~t£ 2 parabola crosses the ordinate at negative values. This 

0.10 

0.05 

0.00 

-0 .05  

-0 .4  -0 .2  0 0.2 0.4 

-0.10 

Fig. 3. Graphical solution of eq. (5.13). 
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F~g. 4. Graphical solution of cq (5.14) 
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ensures that it crosses the (,(/4are),.i tan ' (1/ .J)  curve at two points k and 
a_ .  Evidently A+ is the inverse coherence length, ~-~, in the high temperature 
symmetric phase. It is also clear that for B~2< 0 the parabola crosses the 
ordinate at positive values and hence for T < Tc there is no solution for ~J. 
Namely, for T < T c the symmetric ~ = 0  state is not a solution of the 
Euler-Lagrange equations. In fig. 4 which corresponds to ~ 2 =  (3tk)a" the 
parabola - ~ -2 a - ~iti2 is upside-down and hence, in contrast to the ~ = 0 case. 
the two solutions a,_ are ensured for Bt2" < 0. Somewhat surprisingly there are 
also solutions for some positive values of Bt2 z. Denoting the most positive value 
of ~t2 2 for which there is a solution by 8tiZ~,d and the corresponding tempera- 
ture Tend, e.g. ~i~ 2( Tend ) ._ ~/~2 ~.d we conclude that in the temperature range 
Tc < T < T~, d both kinds of solutions exist. 

When the Euler-Lagrange equations have two solutions it is the one with 
the lower free energy that describes the equilibrium state. The free energy 
expression relevant to our present concern follows from eq. (3.22) and has the 
form 

1 / d3q log( q2 A2 1 2 + ) - g~ A G . .  (5.15) 

Using this expression to identify the equilibrium phase we have constru:tecl the 
phase diagram displayed in fig. 5. 

For T > T~n a, ~b = 0 is the only solution. Between T~,,j and Tf there are two 
solutions, but the q~ = 0 solution is the absolute minimum. As the temperature 

a . a a ~  , . . . I ' ' ~ "  ' I ' ' ' ' I ' 

8 . 2 5  

6 . 2 8  

(~ 6 .  I S  

O. X6 - 

- 8 . 8 1  

7 

O. 6 6 5  

Fig. 5. Dimensionless order parameter ~ scr,~us 8fi" (continuous lmc)..~ = 0 bout,Jarx {dot',} and 
d2l'/ d~b 2 = 0 boundary (dashed line} 
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is lowered, at T = Tt there is a first order phase transition to a finite ~ state. 
For T t > T > 7",. the symmetric state is only metastable. Namely, in this region 
F(~)  has three separate minima and the ~ = 0 state is only a local minimum. 
Below To. F (~ )  has the usual two degenerate mimima for h = 0. We also note 
that for Tf > T > 7'c the Maxwell construction leads to two coexisting phases 
described by tk and - 6 ,  respectively. Thus, for these temperatures one can 
study the interface phenomena. However, for T < To, F(~)  in eq. (5.14) is not 
defined for small 6. To see how this arises consider calculating F for an 
arbitrary ~. Evidently, this requires that we evaluate eq. (5.14) for a fixed 
which is not necessarily a solution of eq. (5.11). This calculation is straightfor- 
ward provided we know Li2/~ for an arbitrary ~. Thus we must solve eq. (5.12) 
for / i  2 given ~. As can be ascertained by a simple graphical construction eq. 
(5.12) has no solution for ~2 < _2(8/z2/A). Thus, F ( 6 )  is not defined for these 
values. This is the same phenomenon of non-ar, alyticity of F(6)  as found in the 
one-loop calculations, and, similarly, should be regarded as a shortcoming of 
the approximation scheme. In the one-loop calculation the minimum is found 
to be at ~ 2 =  _6(~/x2/A) where it is still well defined. In our self-consistent 
treatment the minimum is at 62 = _6(~/x2/A) + (3/i/2,rr2)tan-~(1/,~), which is 
yet further away from the region of non-analyticity starting at ~ 2 =  _2(~/z2/A). 
The region of the phase diagram for which F is not real is bounded by the 
curve ,~ = 0. For general orientation we have displayed this boundary in fig. 5. 
Note that in the symmetric, ~ = 0, phase 

dZF = A  2 
052 • (5.16) 

Thus the curve given by z~ 2= 0 may be regarded as a pseudo-spinodal line at 
which the high temperature, symmetric phase becomes unstable. This pseudo- 
spinodal ends in a pseudo-critical point at To. Unfortunately, in the non- 
symmetric, ~ # 0 ,  phase d2F/dq~ 2 is not, and does not approach, A 2. In fact 
there is a real spinodal given by 

d2r 
d~ 2 - 0 .  (5.17) 

This line is also shown in fig. 5. Evidently, thesc two kinds of spinodal lines are 
not coincident because of the inconsistency we have already referred to above. 
Nevertheless, the shape of the real spinodal is suggestive o a coexistence curve 
which in an improved approximation might end in a real critical point, whe~'e 
the phase transition is second order. In any case it is clear from fig. 5 that the 
region of the phase diagram where the ccexistence curve is ill behaved in the 
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above fashion is rather small: its height is (A~/128"rr")/(1 + h/2"rr-'Q) and its 
width is ( ~  / 8rr)( 1 + A / 2rr" Q). 

To summarize, we have derived a theory of an interface consistent with that 
for the two bulk phases, which it separates. The present approach is based on a 
variational method and assumes a set of reference Gaussian ensembles, whose 
probability distribution is characterized by two functional parameters. The 
choice of these parameters is determined by minimizing the free energy. The 
resulting Euler-Lagrange conditions are a coupled set of equations for the 
profile ~(x) and correlation function Go(x, x ' )  = (¢b(x)ck(x')) - 
(~b(x)) (~b(x')). We have applied the method to the study of the Landau- 
Ginzburg-Wilson model in the case of a uniform order parameter. Unfortu- 
nately, our description of the bulk phase suffers from a number of short- 
comings. Evidently, these will have to be taken into account when we interpret 
our results for the interracial fluctuations. 
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Appendix A 

In this appendix we shall derive the integral equation (3.21), which de- 
termines the kernel defined in eq. (3.20) 

P X"),  To begin with let us define the slightly more general kernel K(x, x ,  

8Go(x, x ')  (A.1) 
g ( x ,  x' x") = 

' ~ 6 ( x " )  

By taking the functional derivative of eq. (3.17) with respect to ~(x") we 
find 

(-V-" +/z" + ~ a~(x)- + ~ AG,,(x. x) )K(x ,  x .  x") 

+ x:b(x )~(x  - x " )G, , ( x ,  x ' )  + '~ ~G, , (x ,  x ' ) K ( x ,  x ,  x") - O. (A.2) 

Evidently, the differential operator operating on K(x, x', x") in the above 
relation is the inverse of Go(x, x').  Multiplying both sides of this equation by 
this operator factor we find 
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f 
x") = j d"x'" x'") - K(x, x', -A  G0(x, q~(x'")6(x'" x")Go(x'", x' ) 

_ A_.2 f ddx"' G°(x' x'")K(x" x" x")Go(x" x') (A.3)  

setting x equal to x' and carrying out the integration over x" in the first term of 
the right-hand side of eq. (A.3) yields eq. (3.21) in the text if we identify 
K(x, x, x") by K(x, x"). 
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